Kingdom Meditation
Transcendental meditation, yoga meditation and New Age meditation are not the Kingdom’s way to
meditate. Neither is daydreaming about God and meditating on scripture. Sure the last 2 have benefits, but
they aren’t the way sons are supposed to meditate. Thinking on a scripture may make you feel good, and
God may even speak to you through it, but those forms of meditation are about gaining theological
knowledge and understanding or about a person’s feelings (how they feel as they meditate).
When we meditate in a Kingdom way, we think about:
1. The King
2. What he has just said to you
3. His last or recent prophetic message to you
4. The inspiration he’s recently given you
5. The revelation he’s recently given you
Danielle at Brilliant Book House wrote:
“The world always gives us negative information, but when we choose to listen to the Father's heart
we connect with not only Him, but we connect with ourselves on a much higher level.” 1
That led her into introducing Graham Cooke’s advice about meditation and hearing:2

Thinking with God, not just about him, produces the best supply of information, but it requires us to
spend time lingering with him. Lingering is a process which can be exemplified by a loving couple
strolling on the beach in conversation – they are ‘hanging out’ together and linked together in thought.
This is how we get our knowledge through Kingdom meditation.
Dawn Hill produced a prophetic message on lingering. Here’s an extract:
“I heard the Lord say to me, "I am looking for the lingerers. I am looking for those unconcerned with
inconvenience."...Relationship with Christ is vital for seeing our culture transform. It is vital that the
body of Christ embrace authentic passion for His presence. Religion is not the remedy. Religion has
1 – Danielle at Brilliant Book House (1-5-2018) personal email [hello@brilliantbookhouse.com]
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this way of trying to do damage control when alabaster vessels are cracked open. Religious people
refuse to linger because they carry dead men's bones. When they see lingerers and the anointing, they
perceive a mess instead of discerning intimacy.
What religion does not consider is that the fragrance follows the oil. When you linger in His presence,
He will change you. When you choose to lean on your beloved, your heart shifts. The church does not
need more programs or printed bulletins. We have a surplus of whitewashed tombs. The church needs
to get intimate with the bridegroom, seeking His heart and His ways. We are called to carry His
fragrance, and it begins with intimacy and a lifestyle of lingering in His midst.
I encourage you to be a lingerer and a fragranced one for Christ. Get uncomfortable with yourself in
His presence. You cannot release what you do not possess. It is not our order and the limitations of
religion that attract King Jesus. Lingerers and fragranced ones are attracting His attention, and I
would rather be a broken vessel releasing the fragrance of Christ than a white washed tomb holding
the stench of death. This world needs to encounter those who refuse to leave His presence and carry
His aroma upon their lives.” 3
A lingering time in the quiet of the morning where we drink of the Living Water from inside our Internal
Kingdom is necessary every day. However, Kingdom meditation requires us to linger with the Trinity in
our spirit as we go about our daily lives, all day. It can be done, but we have to practise it to have any real
benefit from it.
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